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Message from the Chairperson 
 

It is my pleasure to present to you the 2008-2009 Snap Lake Environmental 

Monitoring Agency (SLEMA) Annual Report. We have put together information that we 

hope will provide you with a summary of our many activities and present you with 

upcoming planned activities at the De Beers Snap Lake mine site. SLEMA has been 

involved in a number of workshops and a number of projects and mine site tours during 

2008. SLEMA has also been involved in reviewing, providing comments and feedback 

on the many reports and plans submitted by De Beers. In order to achieve this SLEMA 

has a Traditional Knowledge Panel made up of respected elders from the four involved 

aboriginal communities, a Science Panel made up of specialists in a variety of fields and 

a fulltime Environmental Analyst. There have been some changes to the Board. Claudia 

Haas, the North Slave Métis Alliance (NSMA) representative, who served for two years 

on the board, has been replaced by Grant Beck. Throughout 2008 SLEMA has held two 

workshops and made one mine site inspection. SLEMA has also reviewed and made 

comments on 20 plans and reports produced by De Beers over the year.  
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Message from the Chairman (Dogrib) 
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Message from the Chairman (Chipewyan) 
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What is SLEMA? 
 

The Snap Lake Environmental Monitoring Agency’s (SLEMA) Board was 

established under direction of the De Beers Snap Lake Diamond Project Environmental 

Agreement established between De Beers, Government of Canada, Government of the 

Northwest Territories and the four affected aboriginal organizations. The aboriginal 

representatives originate from the Tlicho Government, Yellowknives Dene First Nation, 

North Slave Métis Alliance and the Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation. The mandate of 

SLEMA is to support the aboriginal parties in protecting the environment, support liaison 

between the parties, support De Beers and Governments in protecting the environment, 

review environmental performance, serve as a public watchdog for the regulatory 

process, and provide a public repository for reports and plans in relation to the Snap 

Lake Mine.  

 

What are SLEMA’s Responsibilities? 
 

SLEMA’s mandate is established under Article IV Section 4.2 of the 

Environmental Agreement and is as follows.   

(a) support the Aboriginal Parties’ efforts to protect the environmental interests on which 

they rely; 

(b) support collaborative and information-based liaison amongst all the Parties; 

(c) support De Beers, Canada and GNWT in their respective efforts to protect the 

environment; 

(d) review and monitor the environmental performance of the Project using western 

science and traditional knowledge; 

(e) work with De Beers to mitigate environmental impacts of the Project thereby 

mitigating the potential for socio-economic effects; 

(f) serve as a public watchdog of the regulatory process and the implementation of this 

Agreement; 
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(g) make recommendations to anybody having regulatory or management responsibility 

for a matter, for the achievement of the purposes and guiding principles in this 

Agreement; 

(h) facilitate programs to provide information to and consult with the members of the 

Aboriginal Parties; 

(i) report to the Parties and the public on the Monitoring Agency’s activities and the 

achievement of its mandate; and 

(j) provide an accessible and public repository of environmental data, studies and 

reports relevant to the Monitoring Agency’s mandate. 

How is SLEMA Structured? 

 

SLEMA is directed by a board of eight individuals with two representatives each 

from the four signatory aboriginal groups. The board takes advice from two panels, a 

Science Panel that has rotating membership based on operational requirements and a 

Traditional Knowledge (TK) panel with a relatively stable membership of 8 TK elders 

chosen by the participating aboriginal communities. SLEMA also has two full time 

employees, an Executive Director that administers the agency and an Environmental 

Analyst, who reviews documents from De Beers and also provides technical advice to 

the board.  
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Executive Board Members: 
 

    
Johnny Weyallon    Rachel Crapeau 
Tlicho Government    Yellowknives Dene First Nation 
Chairman     Vice Chair 
 
 
 

     
Shannon Hayden    Charlie Catholique 
North Slave Metis Alliance   Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation 
Treasurer     Secretary 
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Board Members: 

     
Greg Empson    Grant Beck 
Yellowknives Dene First Nation  North Slave Métis Alliance 
 
 

    
Noel Drybones    James Marlowe 
Tlicho Government    Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation 
 
 
Traditional Knowledge Panel: 

Eddie Camille and Harry Apples, Tlicho Government 

Grant Beck and George Mandeville, North Slave Métis Alliance 

Joe Michel and Madeline Drybones, Lutsel K’e Dene First Nation 

Mike Francis and Alfred Baillargeon, Yellowknives Dene First Nation 
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Location of Snap Lake Diamond Mine 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mine from the Air  
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Snap Lake Mine Development in 2008-2009 
 

        On July 25, 2008, De Beers officially opened the Snap Lake Mine, which is the first 

De Beers mine outside of southern Africa. The mine reached commercial production 

earlier this year and ramped up to full production, and then the production was reduced 

by half due to the economy slowdown. 

 

        Construction of the crushing and conveying system underground was completed in 

the spring.  During 2008, 903,769 tonnes of kimberlite were processed, and 

approximately 926,000 carats of diamond were produced. 

 

        The Snap Lake Mine was built and is being operated with a commitment to 

maintaining high environmental management standards. The Snap Lake Mine is the 

only diamond mine in the NWT that has certified its environmental management 

systems to the high international standard, ISO 14001, through advanced exploration, 

construction and before operations. De Beers has committed to this. 

 

        Environmental monitoring programs and management plans had been carried out. 

Within 2008, the crushing of kimberlite to extract diamonds produced approximately 

710,360 tonnes of coarse reject rock and 679,887 m3 of slimes (fine wet crushed rock) 

which were deposited in the North Pile Starter Cell. Underground de-watering of the 

mine continued throughout the year as water seeps into the mine, and 4,603,497 m3 of 

mine water were treated in the Water Treatment Plant. Then 4,400,689 m3 of treated 

water were discharged into Snap Lake. In addition, 421,042 m3 of water were recycled 

in the mine. 

 

        De Beers made requests for additional storage areas for explosives. The request 

for temporary explosives storage was approved by the Mackenzie Valley Land and 

Water Board (MVLWB), and De Beers was required to develop a permanent solution for 

the storage of explosives. De Beers also requested a change for the benthic sampling 

from the winter to the summer due to logistic and safety issues, and the request was 

also approved by MVLWB. 
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Site Environmental Management Performance in 2007 
 

        Based on De Beers Snap Lake Mine 2007 Environmental Agreement Annual 

Report, the mine site environmental management performance was satisfactory in 

2007. 

        Air quality: More greenhouse gases were produced in 2007 than previous years 

because De Beers used 1.8 million litres more diesel fuel. The dust released by the 

mine and falling back onto the ground was less than expected. 

        Aquatics: There were small increases in dissolved salts in the water in Snap Lake, 

but no big changes in water quality. The changes in aquatic insects were small. The 

mud that the aquatic inscects live in at the bottom of the lake has not changed. 

        Archaeology: None of the archaeological sites discovered near the winter road 

and the Mine were disturbed in 2007. 

        Hydrology: There were slight increases in water levels in Snap Lake which were 

about the same as other lakes near the area. These results were expected, and the 

Mine would not have much effect on water levels. 

        Hydrogeology and Geochemistry: The rock types at the Mine have not changed. 

More water was seeping into the underground mine than expected, and as a result 

there were more salts in the water. De Beers looked into different technology 

alternatives to solve this issue. 

        Vegetation: Satellite pictures of the Mine indicated that the total size of area 

impacted by the Mine in 2007 is less than the size predicted when the mine is 

completed. All vegetation communities were impacted less than expected, except for 

the esker although De Beers does not expect to further remove esker gravel. Overall, 

dust did not appear to be having an effect on vegetation at the Mine site.  

        Wildlife: In 2007, the data collected between 1999 and 2007 was summarised to 

see if the Mine was having an effect on wildlife. Caribou did appear to avoid the Mine 

and during post-calving movements, groups with calves were less likely to be seen 

closer to the mine site. The size of the caribou groups and the total number of caribou 

has not changed since before the Mine. Black bear and grizzly bear signs were found in 

areas further from the Mine, which might mean that bears avoid the mine. Wolverine 

signs were very different every year. Wolverine seemed to be attracted to the Mine.  
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There has been no change in the number of falcon nests or the number of chicks born 

each year. Since construction of the Mine began, none of the valued species have been 

killed because of the Mine. In general, the presence of the mine has reduced caribou 

and grizzly bear around the site. 

        Compliance: There were nine inspections conducted by Indian and Northern 

Affairs Canada (INAC). All issues brought up by the Inspector were addressed or being 

addressed. 

        Mitigative Measures: To finish off construction there were more people in camp in 

early 2007. De Beers bought and installed two more sewage treatment plants and 

added extra equipment to the new plants and the existing ones to make sure the treated 

sewage was disinfected to meet the standards in the Water Licence. 

        Adaptive Management: The air monitoring equipment was having trouble working 

during the winter. To solve this problem, De Beers bought some new equipment that 

works better and built small shacks to protect the equipment during the winter. Also, De 

Beers changed one of the chemicals used in the sewage treatment plants to help the 

plants work better. De Beers requested to change the locations of some of the sampling 

spots for sewage treatment, and the MVLWB approved the request. 
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SLEMA Reviews 
 

        SLEMA performed numerous reviews of De Beers program reports through-out 

2008-2009. The following is a summary of those reviews. For full versions of these 

reviews please visit the SLEMA web site www.slema.ca. 

 

 

Review of De Beers request for approval of Ammonium Nitrate 
Temporary Storage 
 

        SLEMA agreed that the two proposed sites were acceptable for Ammonium Nitrate 

(AN) storage but recommended that De Beers take extra efforts (spills prevention and 

runoff management) to make sure the temporary storage of 1,200 tonnes of AN is 

environmentally safe. 

        Also SLEMA reiterated Environment Canada’s comment that De Beers re-run the 

water quality model and identify the “the broader implications” of increasing the use of 

AN before submitting the design for the permanent solution of the AN storage.  

 

 

Review of De Beers 2006 Environmental Agreement Annual Report 
 
        SLEMA was of the view that the 2006 Environmental Agreement Annual Report 

(EAAR) was satisfactory for the purpose of Environmental Agreement. A few 

recommendations were made for De Beers to improve certain sections, and the format 

and the presentation of the future Environmental Agreement Annual Reports. 

 

        SLEMA’s recommendations for this document were mostly in presentation and 

wording. There were also a few inconsistencies which were pointed out such as the 

reporting of the number of submissions inconsistent with the number tabled. De Beers 

in reporting the increase in dissolved salts in the water said the amount was small, 

where as SLEMA felt it was small to moderate. SLEMA requested that the presentation  
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in the report should be more “reader friendly” and requested more diagrams. SLEMA 

also noticed that the report did not list all the compliance reports as required in the 

production of the Environmental Agreement Annual Report. 

 

 

Review of Snap Lake Vegetation Monitoring Program 2006 Annual 
Report 
 
        SLEMA felt that the document was clear and well presented but SLEMA felt that 

the focus of the document was on the overall footprint of the mine rather than the 

individual vegetation communities. Also SLEMA felt that the number of vegetation 

sample plots is too low for the objectives.  

 

        The report states that an esker was disturbed at three times the predicted level. 

SLEMA suggested that the trigger of 15% of the local study area was too broad and that 

the unit should be at the level of the native vegetation communities. De Beers was using 

Alberta air quality standards as a trigger to monitor the effects of dust fall on vegetation. 

SLEMA was concerned on how Alberta standards relate to arctic vegetation, especially 

lichens. SLEMA was also concerned about certain parameters for triggers on 

monitoring.   

 

 

Review of 2006 Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program Annual Report 
 
        SLEMA found this document was little changed form the previous document 

regardless of comments previously made by SLEMA. Like the 2005 document this 

report made no mention of cumulative effects or how monitoring at Snap Lake would 

contribute to regional monitoring. Again as in the 2005 document there was no mention 

of environmental variability, which is an essential component to cumulative effects 

monitoring.  
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        De Beers mentioned the use of measurable endpoints (abundance distribution and 

probability of occurrence) for detecting mine related effects. SLEMA felt that there was 

no indication of how the endpoints would be used to separate project related effects 

from environmentally caused ones. SLEMA also had issues with methodology on 

caribou aerial monitoring such as reduction in transect strip width, which De Beers 

claimed increased precision, but in actual fact reduced precision. 

 

 

Review of De Beers Change to Timing AEMP Benthic Sampling 
 
        Citing worker safety and logistical complication De Beers made a request to the 

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board to change the timing for when they perform 

their Benthic Sampling from winter to summer sampling. SLEMA felt that the change 

from winter to summer sampling will result in a loss of comparable data to show the 

effect over time. SLEMA supported the Department of Fisheries and Oceans 

recommendation to complete programs during the summer and the winter concurrently 

for five years. SLEMA also raised concern with De Beers assessment of health and 

safety concerns. SLEMA felt that although the health and safety of workers is of utmost 

concern, De Beers appears to using this argument arbitrarily whenever they want to 

amend or alter programs.  

 

 

Letters to De Beers 
 
        SLEMA had two procedural concerns during this year. One was the system of 

distribution of reports and plans. Often SLEMA would receive a report from a third party 

or not receive certain plans at all. SLEMA addressed this with De Beers requesting that 

all plans and reports produced by De Beers be submitted directly to SLEMA at the same 

time as it is submitted to other regulators. After this concern was raised De Beers 

started to submit all reports to SLEMA directly.  
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        SLEMA had made a number of comments directly to De Beers on a variety of 

plans and reports, but had received no reply to these comments. SLEMA felt that 

without a specific reply by De Beers outlining the action taken in regard to a SLEMA 

comment, or a comprehensive argument as to why a SLEMA comment did not receive 

an action or mitigative measure, SLEMA would have no “barometer” to measure the 

agencies effectiveness. Therefore SLEMA issued a letter directly to De Beers 

requesting that all comments made to De Beers, up to this point in time required a 

comprehensive reply and that this was expected for future comments. In response De 

Beers produced a document replying to eight SLEMA recommendation documents. 

Some replies were acceptable, some questionable but SLEMA was satisfied that De 

Beers had finally fulfilled this commitment. 

 

 

Comments following Snap Lake Mine Visit May 2008 
 

        SLEMA undertook a mine site tour at the end of May 2008. As a result of this tour 

some concerns were recognized and addressed to De Beers. The increased volume of 

water into the processed kimberlite deposited into the North Pile could create a hazard 

for migrating caribou as the processed kimberlite looks like mudflats but would not hold 

the weight of a caribou. SLEMA recommended a contingency plan to address the 

hazard. SLEMA recommendation was to agree to contingency measures on entrapped 

wildlife in the processed kimberlite, in cooperation with SLEMA and ENR. This 

contingency plan has not yet been received. 

       SLEMA also raised concerns on the grade of road side slopes and the large 

angular rocks along the roads to the airport and the North Pile. There were also no 

“ramps” of smaller grade material to allow for safe passage of caribou. This could be a 

potential cause of injury for caribou as they attempt to cross the roads. SLEMA 

recommended that this be addressed in the Wildlife Management Plan under caribou 

protection.  The next step would be to work with elders to select areas to be ramped for 

caribou. Although De Beers has an active dust control measures it was noticed that dust 

was still a problem. SLEMA recommended that the Wildlife Management Plan should 

more fully describe the need for and problems of dust control including criteria for when  
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chemical or water should be used. SLEMA also recommended that the monitoring of air 

quality should be amended to address the elder’s concern about the effects of dust on 

caribou forage. 

 

 

Review of De Beers 2007 Environmental Agreement Annual Report 
 
        SLEMA found the report to be acceptable for the purpose of the Environmental 

Agreement. SLEMA did identify a few deficiencies. The report stated that there were 

slight increases in water levels in Snap Lake. This was contrary to the Stream-flow and 

Lake Elevation Monitoring Program 2007 Annual report where it was reported that 

levels in 2007 were lower than 2006. The INAC inspector identified potential leachate 

from the storage pad for explosive material. His observation was supported by 

monitoring data where elevated levels of ammonium nitrate which exceeded water 

license limits were recorded. This spike in ammonium nitrate levels was not reported in 

this document nor the mitigative measures taken. SLEMA recommended that De Beers 

reassess its reporting criteria about compliance and mitigative measures, adaptive 

measures and public concerns.  

 

 

Review of 2008 Snap Lake Dissolved Oxygen Report 
 
        SLEMA was pleased that this report had a sub-section that showed the change in 

Dissolved Oxygen (DO) over the period of 1999 to 2008. The report showed that DO 

levels were elevated during the ice covered period in the area closer to the diffuser near 

the bottom of the lake. This effect was probably a result of discharge of oxygen in the 

water from the diffuser. The report recommended a change to a more accurate 

sampling technique. SLEMA supported this recommendation. 
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Review of Total Dissolved Solids Monitoring near the Fish Habitat 
Compensation Areas in Snap Lake, 2008 
 

        The concentrations of Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) in Snap Lake were reported to 

range from 12 mg/L to 123 mg/L during 2007 ice free period and from 16 mg/L to 141 

mg/L during 2008 ice covered period, and they were below 350 mg/L, which is the water 

licence limit. SLEMA recommended that TDS trend analysis should be conducted in 

order to take full advantage of the TDS monitoring data and serve for the potential study 

plan and mitigation measures. 

 

 

Review of S27 Fish Habitat Compensation Monitoring Report (October 
2008) 
 

        Habitat compensation is the commitment to develop habitat to increase fish stocks 

in another area to compensate for habitat loss as a result of mine construction and 

activities. S27 is a stream that was manually dredged to allow for spawning of Arctic 

Grayling. The stream had shown success with Grayling spawning in the stream which 

previously was not accessible for this type of fish. This report recommended the stream 

be continually monitored in following years to monitor the stability and integrity of the 

improvements. Also it was recommended to develop contingency plans for potential 

concerns. SLEMA supported these recommendations. 

 

 

Review of Water Intake and Minewater Outlet Embankment Post 
Construction Habitat Compensation Monitoring Report, 2007 
 

        Similar to the S27 Habitat Compensation Program this program is essentially an 

underwater artificial reef. It was constructed by placing rocks on the ice before thaw in 

the intended shape and direction of the reef and when the rocks passed through the 

melting ice it formed a underwater structure that favored the spawning of lake trout. This 

report gave indication of fish using this structure to lay eggs. SLEMA suggested that the 

change in fish species and number may not be attributed to the embankment habitat 

compensation project. More factors, such as the increased nutrient loading, warmer  
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effluent discharge, and the turbulence near the mine-water diffuser area, should be 

incorporated into the monitoring design, data analysis and discussion. 

 

 

Review of Air Quality and Emissions Monitoring and Management 
Plan 2008 
 

        De Beers monitors the emissions or air pollution including dust-fall at the Snap 

Lake Mine and has 10 stations positioned around the mine site. SLEMA recommended 

that De Beers provide a summary of monitoring equipment for particulate matter, SO2 

and NO2 and explain how to improve data recovery rate in cold weather. However, 

SLEMA notes that the monitoring does not address the elder’s concerns about dust and 

caribou forage. 

 

Review of Hydrology Monitoring Program 2008 
 

        The Hydrology Monitoring Program monitors the flows and rates of water through 

the mine area. De Beers stated that the runoff in the Northwest Peninsula of Snap Lake 

was insufficient for channelized flow to develop. As a result there were few locations 

where samples could be taken. SLEMA suggested that rain and snow measurements 

can help estimate site runoff volumes and help improve the quality of water balance 

analysis. Also due to some equipment failures De Beers was unable to accurately 

measure snowfall. It was recommended that De Beers put total precipitation to its 

parameter list and resume the monitoring of snowfall at the site. 

 

 

Review of Quality Assurance and Quality Control Plan 2008 
 

        This document discussed quality control techniques for water quality, air quality 

and benthic sampling at Snap Lake. SLEMA did not have any recommendations for this 

plan and felt it was adequate.  
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Review of 2007 Acid/Alkaline Rock Drainage and Geochemistry 
Monitoring Report 
 

        When rocks are removed from the ground they are exposed to rainfall. Certain 

rocks have chemistry that can acidify the rainwater that runs off these rocks. De Beers 

monitors the water flowing from piles of rock removed from the mine. In this report they 

have not found a problem with acid generating rocks. They did mention elevated levels 

of ammonium and sodium nitrate. These were byproducts of the blasting process or 

from the ammonium storage facility. De Beers has taken steps to reduce the levels of 

ammonium nitrate by raising the storage areas berm. SLEMA found the report to be 

adequate and recommended mitigative measures to reduce the impact of elevated 

ammonium levels should it continue.  

 
 

Review of Stream-flow and Lake Elevation Monitoring Program 2007 
Annual Report 2008 
 

        The document reported the 2007 results of stream-flow and water level monitoring 

in Snap Lake and other three reference lakes. The results indicated that 2007 water 

levels and stream-flow were near normal in terms of stream discharge and water levels. 

It was recommended that De Beers improve site runoff and hydro-meteorological 

monitoring programs and enhance the water balance analysis. 

 

 

Review of 2008 Annual Geotechnical Inspection of Water Management 
Pond Dams 
 

        Both dams of the Water Management Pond were inspected by an independent 

geo-technical engineer and were found to be in satisfactory condition. SLEMA found the 

report to be adequate. 
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SLEMA Workshops 
 
        SLEMA held two workshops in 2008. Both workshops were focused on wildlife 

monitoring and were a good opportunity for the SLEMA Board and Traditional 

Knowledge Panel to interact with De Beers. De Beers presented the results from the 

previous years wildlife monitoring programs and the elders were able to question De 

Beers staff and make recommendations. The Department of Environment and Natural 

Resources fully participated in these workshops, so that it also enabled Government to 

be involved and informed in the progress and programs at Snap Lake. SLEMA has tried 

to develop ideas, during these workshops that would aid De Beers to fulfill its 

Environmental Agreement commitments by implementing aboriginal involvement at 

Snap Lake in the environmental programs. So far there have been small steps made 

towards this goal at these workshops. Mostly it aided in the transfer of knowledge 

between the parties. The most significant concern identified was that of the health of 

caribou. Some other concerns were that of invasive species driven by the expansion of 

bison and coyotes, and the effects of dust-fall from industrial activities.   
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Aboriginal Involvement 
 

Since 2004 De Beers has held an annual fish tasting program at Snap Lake. This 

has usually been held in August or September. This program was established within the 

Water License and the purpose is the inclusion of the aboriginal parties in monitoring 

fish health purely by using traditional knowledge. SLEMA has tried to focus this program 

and in 2007 developed a protocol through consultation with elders, Department of 

Fisheries and Oceans and De Beers. The 2008 fish tasting event was cancelled as a 

result of a poor catch after intensive fishing. Elders suggested this was a result of the 

water being too warm, driving the trout into deeper water.  

De Beers commitment for traditional knowledge is also within the Environmental 

Agreement and is broader based than fish health. To help De Beers recognize this 

commitment SLEMA has been compelling De Beers to incorporate Traditional 

Knowledge based monitoring in other areas such as caribou and dust-fall. SLEMA has 

planned to host workshops in 2009 that will involve De Beers and will culminate in a 

proposal towards a Traditional Knowledge driven and implemented study that will 

examine caribou numbers, health and behavior, as well as dust fall for industrial 

activities.  
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Auditors' Report 

 
To the Members of  
Snap Lake Environmental Monitoring Agency 
 
We have audited the statement of financial position of Snap Lake Environmental Monitoring Agency as 
at March 31, 2009 and the statements of operations, changes in net assets and cash flows for the year 
then ended.  These financial statements are the responsibility of the Agency's management.  Our 
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. 
 
We conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Those 
standards require that we plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the 
financial statements are free of material misstatement.  An audit includes examining, on a test basis, 
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.  An audit also includes 
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as 
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. 
  
In our opinion, these financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of 
the Agency as at March 31, 2009 and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the year then 
ended in accordance with Canadian generally accepted accounting principles. 
   

Yellowknife, Canada 
July 13, 2009 

 
Chartered Accountants 

Mackay LLP 
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Snap Lake Environmental Monitoring Agency 

Statement of Operations 
 
For the year ended March 31, 2009 2008

      
Revenues 
 De Beers Canada Mining Inc. $ 487,014  $ 400,000 
 Interest income  2,175   5,198 
 Transferred from deferred revenue  105,679   206,930 
 Transferred to deferred revenue  (20,306)   (105,679) 
  
  574,562   506,449 
  
Expenditures 
 Capacity funding  96,750   -
 Honorarium  154,342   156,370
 Insurance  2,395   167
 Interest and bank charges  2,056   2,107
 Office and administration  62,361   103,737
 Professional fees  26,235   17,574
 Travel and accommodation  42,906   43,460
 Wages and benefits  185,955   174,800
  

  573,000   498,215 
  

Excess of revenues over expenditures before other item  1,562   8,234 
 
Investment in fixed assets  1,562   8,234 
  

Excess of revenues over expenditures  $ -  $ - 
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Snap Lake Environmental Monitoring Agency 

Statement of Changes in Net Assets 
 
For the year ended March 31, 2009 2008

      
Net assets, beginning of year $ 13,838  $ 15,377 
 
Excess of revenues over expenditures  -   - 
  

  13,838   15,377 

Investment in fixed assets  1,562   8,234 

Amortization  (6,876)   (9,773) 
  

Net assets, end of year $ 8,524  $ 13,838 
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Snap Lake Environmental Monitoring Agency 

Statement of Financial Position 
 
March 31, 2009 2008

      
Assets 
Current 
 Cash $ 500,553  $ 20,087 
 Accounts receivable  -   15 
 Prepaid expenses  33,189   103,054 
  

  533,742   123,156 
 
Equipment (note 5)  8,524   13,838 
  

 $ 542,266  $ 136,994 
  
Liabilities 
Current 
 Accounts payable and accrued liabilities $ 28,892  $ 17,477 
 Deferred revenue (note 6)  504,850   105,679 
  

  533,742   123,156 
Net assets 
 
Investment in fixed assets  8,524   13,838 
  

 $ 542,266  $ 136,994 
  
 
Approved by the members:    
 
 
     Director 
 
     Director 
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Snap Lake Environmental Monitoring Agency 

Statement of Cash Flows 
 
For the year ended March 31, 2009 2008

      
Cash provided by (used for) 
Operating activities     
 Excess of revenues over expenditures $ 1,562  $ 8,234 
 Change in non-cash working capital items   
 Accounts receivable  15   1,501
 Prepaid expenses  69,865   (102,412)
 Accounts payable and accrued liabilities  11,415   (7,757)
 Deferred revenue  399,171   (101,251)
  

  482,028   (201,685) 
 
Investing activity 
 Purchase of equipment  (1,562)   (8,234) 
  

Increase (decrease) in cash  480,466   (209,919) 
 
Cash, beginning of year  20,087   230,006 
  

Cash, end of year $ 500,553  $ 20,087 
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Snap Lake Environmental Monitoring Agency 

Notes to the Financial Statements 
 
March 31, 2009 

 
1. Organizational purpose 

 
Snap Lake Environmental Monitoring Agency ("the Agency") is a non-profit organization 
incorporated under the Societies Act of the Northwest Territories.  It is exempt from income tax 
under Section 149(1)(l) of the Income Tax Act. 
 
The mission of the Agency is to oversee environmental management of the De Beers Snap Lake 
Diamond Project. 
 
The Agency was incorporated and commenced operations on December 10, 2004. 
 
 

2. Implemented accounting changes 
 
General standards for financial statement presentation 
 
The CICA has amended Handbook Section 1400 “General Standards of Financial Statement 
Presentation” effective for periods beginning on or after January 1, 2008 to include requirements 
to assess and disclose the Agency's ability to continue as a going concern.  The adoption of this 
new section did not have an impact on the Agency’s financial statements.  
 
Financial instruments 
 
During the year the CICA made implementation of CICA Handbook Section 3862, "Financial 
Instruments - Disclosures" and Section 3863, "Financial Instruments - Presentation", optional. 
These Sections were originally scheduled by management for implementation on April 1, 2008. 
Given the CICA's decision to make implementation optional however, management has decided 
not to implement these new standards.    
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3. Significant accounting policies 
 
The following is a summary of the significant accounting policies used by management in the 
preparation of these financial statements. 
 
(a) Financial instruments – recognition and measurement 

 

 
Section 3855 requires that all financial assets and financial liabilities be measured at fair
value on initial recognition except for certain related party transaction. Measurement in
subsequent periods depends on whether the financial asset or liability has been classified as 
held-for-trading, available-for-sale, held-to-maturity, loans and receivables or other liabilities. 
 
Financial instruments classified as held-for-trading are subsequently measured at fair value 
and unrealized gains and losses are included in net income in the period in which they arise. 
Cash has been classified as held-for-trading.
 
Available-for-sale assets are those non-derivative financial assets that are designated as 
available-for-sale or are not classified as held-for-trading, held-to-maturity, or loans and 
receivables. Available-for-sale assets are subsequently measured at fair value with
unrealized gains and losses recorded in other comprehensive income until realized, at which
time they will be recognized in net income. No assets have been classified as 
available-for-sale. 
 
Held to maturity assets are those non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable 
payments and fixed maturity that the Authority has an intention and ability to hold until
maturity, excluding those assets that have been classified as held-for-trading, 
available-for-sale, or loans and receivables. They are subsequently measured at amortized
cost using the effective interest method. No assets have been classified as held to maturity.
 
Financial instruments classified as loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets 
resulting from the delivery of cash or other assets by a lender to a borrower in return for a
promise to repay on a specified date or dates, or on demand, usually with interest. These 
assets do not include debt securities or assets classified as held-for-trading. They are 
subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective interest method.  Accounts
receivable have been classified as loans and receivables.
 
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities are classified as other financial instruments and are
measured at cost or amortized cost. 
 

(b) Financial instruments - disclosure and presentation 

 

 
Section 3861 establishes standards for presentation of financial instruments and
non-financial derivates and identifies the information that should be disclosed about them.
Under the new standards, policies followed for periods prior to the effective dated generally 
are not reversed and therefore, the comparative figures have not been restated.  
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(c) Funding provided to other organizations 

 

 
Contribution agreements to provide capacity funding to other organizations may be reviewed
by the primary funding agencies. Financial statements of the Agency have not been
reviewed by the funding agencies when these statements were prepared. Accordingly, any 
adjustments as a result of a review will be accounted for in the new year. 
 

(d) Equipment 

 

 
Equipment is recorded at original cost plus any costs of betterment less accumulated
amortization and excludes any assets not in current use.  Amortization is calculated by the
declining balance method at the annual rates set out in note 5. 

  
(e) Investment in fixed assets 

 

 
Investment in fixed assets represents the accumulated cost of acquired capital assets net of
disposals and amortization. 
 

(f) Revenue recognition 

 

 
The Agency follows the deferral method of accounting.  The Agency recognizes unrestricted
contributions when they are received or receivable if the amount receivable can be
reasonably estimated and its collection is reasonably assured.  Restricted contributions are 
recognized as revenue when the terms and conditions are met. The portion of revenue
related to projects not completed at year end is deferred.  This will be brought into income as
the goods and services are acquired.  Contributions for projects for which unexpended funds 
must be reimbursed at the end of the fiscal year are shown as contributions repayable. 
 

(g) Use of estimates 

 

 
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with Canadian generally accepted
accounting principles requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect
the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and 
liabilities at the balance sheet date and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses
during the year.  Actual results could differ from those estimates. 
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4. Future changes to significant accounting policies 
 
Effective April 1, 2007, the Agency implemented the new CICA Handbook Section 1506 
“Accounting Changes”.  Under these new recommendations, voluntary changes in accounting 
policy are permitted only when they result in the financial statements providing reliable and more 
relevant information.  This section requires changes in accounting policy to be applied 
retrospectively unless doing so is impracticable, requires prior period errors to be corrected 
retrospectively and requires enhanced disclosures about the effects of change in accounting 
policies, estimates and error on the financial statements. 
 
These recommendations also require the disclosure of new primary sources of generally 
accepted accounting principles that have been issued that the company has not adopted because 
they are not yet in effect. 
 
The impact the adoption of this Section will have on the Agency’s financial statements will depend 
on the nature of future accounting changes. 
 
Capital disclosures 
 
In July 2008, the CICA amended Section 1535 to apply to fiscal years beginning on or after 
August 1, 2008.  The standard will require the Agency to make disclosures regarding (i) the 
existence of any externally imposed capital requirements; (ii) whether the Agency has complied 
with any capital requirements; and (iii) the consequences of such non-compliance.  The new 
requirement is for disclosure only and will not impact the financial results of the Agency. 
 
International Financial Reporting Standards 
 
In January 2006, the CICA Accounting Standards Board (AcSB) adopted a strategic plan for the 
direction of accounting standards in Canada.  As part of that plan, accounting standards in 
Canada for public companies are expected to converge with International Financial Reporting 
Standards (“IFRS”) by the end of 2011.  The impact of the transition to IFRS on the Agency’s 
financial statements has not yet been determined. 
 
 

5. Equipment 
 
 2009 2008 
  

 Rate Cost
Accumulated 
amortization

Net book 
value Net book value

          
Furniture and fixtures 20% $ 9,400 $ 4,812 $ 4,588 $ 5,735 
Computer equipment 45/55%  14,249  10,711  3,538  5,842 
Computer software 100%  10,069  9,671  398  2,261 
  
 $ 33,718 $ 25,194 $ 8,524 $ 13,838 
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6. Deferred revenue 
 
 2009 2008 

    
De Beers Canada Mining Inc. $ 504,850  $ 27,645 
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development  -   78,034 

 
 $ 504,850  $ 105,679 
 

 
7. Supplemental cash flow information     
 
 2009 2008

    
Interest paid   $ 2,056  $ 2,107 
Interest received $ 2,175  $ 5,198 
 

 
8. Economic dependence 

 
The Agency receives all of its contribution funding from De Beers Canada Mining Inc. 
Management is of the opinion that operations would be significantly affected if the funding was 
substantially curtailed or ceased. 
 

9. Commitments 
 
The Agency has entered into a premises lease commencing June 1, 2008 and expiring May 31, 2010 for
$2,160 per month. 
 

 
10. Comparative figures 

 
The financial statements have been reclassified, where applicable, to conform to the presentation 
used in the current year. 
 

11. Financial instruments 
 
The following sections describe the Agency's financial risk management objectives and policies and the 
Agency's financial risk exposures. 
 
The Agency does not have formalized financial risk management objectives and policies. 
 
Credit risk   
 

Credit risk arises from the potential that a counter party will fail to perform its obligations. The
Agency is exposed to credit risk from contributors.  However, De Beers Canada Mining Inc.
typically provides funding in advance which mitigates the risk.  

 


